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Abstract Solar hard X-rays (HXRs) appear in the form of either footpoint sources or coronal sources. Each

individual source provides its own critical information on acceleration of nonthermal electrons and plasma

heating. Earlier studies found that the HXR emission in some events manifests a broken-up power-law

spectrum, with the break energy around a few hundred keV based on spatially-integrated spectral analysis,

and it does not distinguish the contributions from individual sources. In this paper, we report on the broken-

up spectra of a coronal source studied using HXR data recorded by Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar

Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) during the SOL2017–09–10T16:06 (GOES class X8.2) flare. The flare

occurred behind the western limb and its footpoint sources were mostly occulted by the disk. We could

clearly identify such broken-up spectra pertaining solely to the coronal source during the flare peak time

and after. Since a significant pileup effect on the RHESSI spectra is expected for this intense solar flare, we

have selected the pileup correction factor, p = 2. In this case, we found the resulting RHESSI temperature

(∼30 MK) to be similar to the GOES soft X-ray temperature and break energies of 45–60 keV. Above the

break energy, the spectrum hardens with time from spectral index of 3.4 to 2.7, and the difference in spectral

indices below and above the break energy increases from 1.5 to 5 with time. However, we note that when

p = 2 is assumed, a single power-law fitting is also possible with the RHESSI temperature higher than the

GOES temperature by ∼10 MK. Possible scenarios for the broken-up spectra of the loop-top HXR source

are briefly discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the standard picture of solar flares, called the CSHKP

model (Carmichael 1964; Sturrock 1966; Hirayama 1974;

Kopp & Pneuman 1976), energetic particles are acceler-

ated through magnetic reconnection in the corona, some of

them move downward along the field lines and then collide

with the dense chromosphere to emit hard X-rays (HXRs)

and γ-rays via a bremsstrahlung process. This produces in-

tense footpoint HXR sources and heats the chromospheric

plasmas to ∼10 MK. In a follow-up process, which is

called chromospheric evaporation, the heated plasmas then

move upward to fill in the post-flare loops to emit soft X-

rays (SXRs).

In addition to the HXR footpoint sources and the

SXR loop source, Masuda et al. (1994) found another

HXR source located above the SXR loop, which is called

the above-the-loop-top source or “Masuda-type” source.

Similar sources have been observed in other events (e.g.,

Krucker et al. 2010; Oka et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017),

and they are considered as an important clue to particle ac-

celeration in the corona.

A coronal HXR source is expected to be hardly vis-

ible because plasma is more dilute in the corona and

bremsstrahlung emission there is weaker than in the foot-

points. Also considering the limited dynamic range of

present HXR imaging instruments, coronal sources are bet-

ter observed in limb events with footpoint sources partially

or fully occulted. Statistical surveys of limb flares found

that coronal sources with significant non-thermal compo-

nents form quite frequently (see, e.g., Krucker & Lin 2008;

Effenberger et al. 2017). In some events, coronal sources

are found to be associated with very-dense loop-tops and

weak footpoint emission, and may emit in thick-target
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bremsstrahlung (e.g., Sui et al. 2004; Veronig & Brown

2004).

The HXR spectra of solar flares usually appear in

two components: thermal component at low energy range

(<10–20 keV) and non-thermal component with a power

law at higher energy range. In terms of temporal variation

of HXR spectra, the majority of HXR spectra exhibits soft-

hard-soft (SHS) evolution (e.g., Parks & Winckler 1969;

Grigis & Benz 2004), while a small fraction of events man-

ifests a soft-hard-harder (SHH) behavior (see, e.g., Frost &

Dennis 1971; Cliver et al. 1986). These temporal variations

have been used as constraints in modeling acceleration and

transport of energetic electrons.

The properties of thermal components of HXR spectra

vary in different events. Usually, the spectra contain a hot

component with a temperature of ∼10 MK and high emis-

sion measure (EM). However, in some cases a so-called

super-hot component has been reported (e.g., Caspi & Lin

2010; Caspi et al. 2014; Ning et al. 2018), with a tempera-

ture of over 30 MK, while the EM value is relatively lower.

Plasmas with such high temperatures are believed to be a

result of direct heating in the corona, rather than the chro-

mospheric evaporation process.

In addition to the thermal/nonthermal components of

solar HXR spectra, the nonthermal spectra may appear bro-

ken upward at high energies, namely spectral hardening at

higher energies (e.g., Suri et al. 1975; Share et al. 2003;

Shih et al. 2009; Ackermann et al. 2012). According to the

statistical study by Kong et al. (2013), the break energy,

Eb, is usually around a few hundred keV, and the differ-

ence in spectral indices below and above Eb ranges from

1.5 to 2.5.

Two scenarios have been proposed to explain the

broken-up spectra. In one scenario, the broken-up spectra

are attributed to the superposition of multiple sources with

different spectral indices (Krucker et al. 2008). In the other

scenario, it is attributed to the intrinsic property of the ac-

celeration mechanisms, such as diffusive acceleration by

the flare termination shock (Li et al. 2013) or the stochas-

tic acceleration by wave-particle interactions (Hamilton &

Petrosian 1992), which results in energetic electrons with

a broken-up energy spectrum. It is also suggested that such

broken-up spectra are due to the trap-and-precipitation of

electrons within the loops (Park et al. 1997; Lee & Gary

2000; Minoshima et al. 2008).

To explore the origin of broken-up spectra of HXRs,

it will be crucial to disentangle the contributions from

spatially distinct sources because most previous studies

are based on spatially-integrated HXR spectra. In this pa-

per, we present our study of a spatially-resolved limb

flare that exhibits a significant broken-up spectrum in the

loop-top HXR source using imaging spectroscopy with the

Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager

(RHESSI; Hurford et al. 2002; Lin et al. 2002). Section 2

presents the data and an overview of the event. Section 3

shows the analysis of RHESSI data of this event. The dis-

cussion and conclusions are presented in the last two sec-

tions respectively.

2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA AND EVENT

OVERVIEW

We use the data from RHESSI and Atmospheric Imaging

Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) onboard the Solar

Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012). RHESSI

detects X-ray and γ-ray sources in the Sun with high

cadence (4 s), and hight spatial (3′′) and energy resolu-

tions (as high as 1 keV). AIA has the capability of imag-

ing plasma structures at temperatures from 20 000 K to

over 20 MK, with high spatial (0.6′′ pixel size) and tem-

poral (12 s) resolutions in 10 different ultraviolet (UV)

and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) passbands. AIA images at

171 (∼0.6 MK) and 193 Å (∼1.6 and 18 MK) are mainly

used.

The GOES X8.2-class flare examined in this study oc-

curred on 2017 September 10 from the active region (AR)

12673 at the western limb of the solar disk, accompanied

by a fast coronal mass ejection (CME). There were four X-

class flares and 27 M-class flares released from this AR

(e.g., Yang et al. 2017; Sharykin & Kosovichev 2018).

During the event considered in this study, part of the AR

is on the back side of the solar disk, so that the flare foot-

points are partially occulted. This yields a nice observation

of both the morphology of the flaring structures with AIA

and the coronal X-ray sources with RHESSI.

The X-ray lightcurves observed by GOES, RHESSI

and Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM, Meegan et al.

2009) are displayed in Figure 1(a), (b) and (c) respec-

tively. RHESSI was in orbital nighttime until 15:52 UT,

after which the X-ray flux at 3–300 keV rose sharply. From

15:52 UT to 15:54 UT, the attenuator state changed from

A0 to A3 to cause large jumps in the X-ray flux, and the

two abnormal peaks after 16:04 UT are also caused by the

attenuator state change (from A3 to A1). We thus focus

on the data from 15:54 UT to 16:04 UT. The X-ray flux

of 100–300 keV rises to the peak at around 15:58 UT (t1),

and then decreases gradually.

At high energies (50–300 keV), we can see that the

time profiles of the X-ray flux obtained by Fermi GBM

are similar to those of RHESSI. Therefore, in this paper we

focus on the analysis of RHESSI data. Note that the GBM

data presented here are from the detector NAI 07, which is

not the most sunward-facing one during this flare. This is to
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Fig. 1 Lightcurves of the 2017-Sep-10 flare observed by GOES (a), RHESSI (b) and Fermi GBM (c). The temporal profiles of the

temperature (T) and EM derived from the GOES data are also shown in panel (a). In panel (b), the dotted line traces the temporal

variation of the background of RHESSI data. The two vertical dashed lines mark the peak time of HXR (t1, 15:58 UT) and SXR (t2,

16:04 UT), respectively.

avoid the strong pileup and saturation issues since the flare

is extremely intense. At lower energy, the flux peaks later

(∼16:00 UT). The GOES SXR flux starts to increase ear-

lier (∼15:50 UT) with a more gradual profile, and reaches

its peak at 16:04 UT (t2).

Figure 2 shows the EUV images observed by AIA.

Initially, a bright bubble-like structure is observed at 171

and 193 Å, which ejects outward as the CME propagates at

a speed of 400–600 km s−1. During the process, the loop

structures are stretched outward and re-close according to

the data at 171 Å. A bright ray structure appears in 193 Å

images. Other studies on this event suggest that the bub-

ble represents a flux rope structure and the bright ray cor-

responds to the large-scale current sheet (see, e.g., Cheng

et al. 2018). Other aspects that have been investigated are

the complete eruptive process and characteristics of recon-

nection inflows (Yan et al. 2018), the association of the

eruption of the bubble-like structure and flare energy re-

lease (Long et al. 2018), spatial distribution of high-energy

electrons in a large region from the microwave perspective

(Gary et al. 2018), and turbulent features within the ray-

like structure (Cheng et al. 2018).

3 IMAGING AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF

RHESSI DATA

We focus on spectral characteristics of HXR emission from

the loop top source during and after the peaking time of the

X-ray flux. As Figure 2 exhibits, three time intervals are se-

lected to represent the rising impulsive phase (panels (a)–

(b)), the HXR peak (t1, panels (c)–(d)) and the SXR peak

(t2, panels (e)–(f)). The sources are shown, superimposed

onto the EUV images taken at nearby times.

At around 15:54 UT, the centroid of the 12–25 keV

source is located in the corona, around 10′′ above the limb,

co-spatial with the loop-top observed at 171 Å. The source
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Fig. 2 EUV images of the event observed by SDO/AIA and RHESSI HXR sources. Panels (a), (c) and (e) are images at 171 Å, and

panels (b), (d) and (f) show images at 193 Å. The contours represent the RHESSI sources at 12–25 keV (green), 25–50 keV (blue) and

50–100 keV (red). Contour levels are given by 30%, 60% and 90% of the maximal flux in each energy interval. The three moments of

the EUV images correspond to the early stage of impulsive phase, the HXR peak time (t1) and the SXR peak time (t2), respectively.

The HXR images are reconstructed by the CLEAN algorithm using detectors 3, 6 and 8. The time intervals for reconstructing the HXR

sources are 15:54:15 UT–15:55:15 UT, 15:57:30 UT–15:58:58 UT and 16:04:00 UT–16:05:00 UT respectively.

Fig. 3 Spectral analysis results of the spatially-integrated RHESSI flux spectra. (a) Spectrum at t1. (b) Spectrum observed at t2. The his-

tograms with black error bars are the background-subtracted spectra, and the red lines represent the total fitting results. The background

is given in grey. Blue dotted lines represent the hot components, and blue dashed lines represent super-hot components. Non-thermal

components are given as green lines, representing broken power-law. The normalized residuals are shown as the histograms in the

bottom-most panels. Data from detectors 1, 3, 6 and 8 are used.
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Fig. 4 Spectral fitting results with different models of the spatially-integrated RHESSI flux spectra. The detectors and the fitting

components are the same as in Fig. 3. The coefficient of pileup effect (p) is set to be 2. In panels (a)–(b), the non-thermal part of the

spectra is fitted with a broken power law, which is fitted with single power law in panels (c)–(d).

at 25–50 keV can be divided into two components with

one coronal source and one footpoint source. The coronal

component is slightly lower than the 12–25 keV loop-top

source by about 4′′–5′′, while the footpoint component is

relatively weak with an intensity of about 30% of the max-

imal flux. The 50–100 keV source also has one footpoint

and one coronal component with the footpoint one being

more intense.

At the HXR peak time (t1), the centroids of differ-

ent energy band sources are basically co-spatial with each

other and located in the bright loop-top observed at EUVs

around 15′′ to 20′′ above the disk. At the GOES-SXR peak

time (t2), the sources rise with the expansion of post-flare

loops, and reach up to ∼30′′ above the limb. All sources

are very close to each other, yet there is a trend that the

more energetic the source, the higher it is located.

The location of this HXR source above the limb has an

advantage in that strong footpoint emissions are occulted,

allowing us to focus on the spectral property of the loop-

top source. A major difficulty, however, is the significant
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pileup effect on the RHESSI spectra that is expected be-

cause this flare is so intense that it can acquire the GOES

class X8.2. Therefore, we investigate the pileup effect in

the spatially integrated RHESSI spectra, after which we

proceed to study the temporal evolution and imaging spec-

troscopy.

3.1 Effect of Moderate Pileup on the HXR Spectra

We start the spectral fitting of the spatially-integrated

RHESSI spectra with default parameters for the pileup cor-

rection1. Within Solar Software (SSW), this is the case

when the pileup coefficient, p, is set to 1. The spectral

fitting results around t1 and t2 are depicted in Figure 3.

Panel (a) displays the spectra integrated from 15:57:44 UT

to 15:58:00 UT, and panel (b) exhibits the spectra inte-

grated from 16:04:00 UT to 16:04:16 UT. In this period,

the footpoint source is not visible, and the loop-top source

is dominant in the HXR emission.

The spectrum at t1 can be fitted with two thermal com-

ponents and a non-thermal component, and χ2 is 1.05.

Below 20–30 keV, the fit is given by a hot component

with a temperature of 14.6 MK and a super-hot compo-

nent with a temperature of 32.5 MK. We obtain the EM

defined by EM = n2V where n is the plasma density

and V is the source volume. The EMs of the two com-

ponents are 2.9× 1051 and 3.6 × 1049 cm−3, respectively.

The spectrum of the higher energy range can be fitted with

a broken power-law distribution. The Eb is found to be

52.9 keV; the spectral index below Eb is γ1 = 5.16 and

the spectral index above Eb is γ2 = 3.36. In summary, a

significant broken-up feature of the spectra above Eb is ob-

served, and the difference between the two spectral indices

is ∆γ ≡ γ1 − γ2 = 1.8.

Similarly, the RHESSI spectrum at t2 (Fig. 3(b)) could

also be fitted well by two thermal components (hot and

super-hot) and one broken power-law component, with

χ2 = 1.43. Due to the low photon count at high ener-

gies (above 200 keV), the fitting uncertainty is large there.

We however focus on the spectra below 200 keV. In com-

parison with the spectrum at t1, the broken-up feature of

the spectrum at t2 becomes more significant with Eb =

62.4 keV, γ1 = 6.75 and γ2 = 3.07. Thus, ∆γ = 3.68,

larger than that of t1. In addition, the temperature of the hot

component is 14.4 MK, and the temperature of the super-

hot component is 23 MK. The EMs of the two compo-

nents are 9.0 × 1051 and 1.6 × 1050 cm−3, respectively.

Comparing the fitting results, the temperature of the hot

component around t2 is close to that around t1; the tem-

1 Two photons close in time are detected as one photon and have their

energies added. A pileup of three or more photons is possible, but at a

much lower probability (Smith et al. 2002).

perature of the super-hot components around t2 is lower

than that around t1; and EM of both components around

t2 is higher than that around t1. The changes of these pa-

rameters may indicate the cooling process associated with

the super-hot component and the density increase in the

post-impulsive stage of the flare.

3.2 Effect of Strong Pileup on the HXR Spectra

At the time of the event, the RHESSI detectors suffered

from accumulated radiation damage after long-term oper-

ation. This may make the pileup effect more significant,

particularly when observing extreme events such as the

present one. We thus test the possible extent of the pileup

effect, by adopting larger values of p > 1.

In Figure 4(a)–(b) we plot the fitting results of

spatially-integrated spectra at t1 and t2, with p = 2. The

same models including two thermal components and one

broken power-law component are used. We obtained (a)

Eb = 45.8 keV, γ1 = 5.67 and γ2 = 3.27 with χ2 = 1.08

at t1, and (b) Eb = 50.3 keV, γ1 = 7.45 and γ2 = 3.11

with χ2 = 1.16 at t2. The temperatures of the two thermal

components are 14.9 and 30.6 MK at t1, while 14.9 and

26.2 MK at t2. Comparing with the default case (Fig. 3),

we found that the temperature and spectral indices do not

change much, but the break energy is lower, for both t1
and t2. In panels (c)–(d) of Figure 4, we attempt alter-

native models consisting of two thermal components plus

one single power-law component, which become plausible

when a larger p is adopted. This does not result in much

change in the power-law index, γ2. However, the tempera-

ture increases to ∼16 MK and 39–41 MK for the two ther-

mal components, and χ2 also increases to 1.37 and 1.67,

as compared to the default case (Fig. 3).

As displayed in Figure 1(a), the GOES data provide

temperature around 29 MK at t1 and 24 MK at t2. This

is consistent with the temperature, T1, found for the dou-

ble power-law spectrum. On the other hand, the single

power-law spectrum, which is found to be feasible with a

higher p, predicts much hotter thermal components reach-

ing ∼40 MK. As a comparison, we note that earlier studies

also present a super-hot component with such high tem-

perature, and it was indicated that the RHESSI temperature

can be higher than the GOES temperature (e.g., Holman

et al. 2003; Caspi & Lin 2010; Caspi et al. 2014; Warmuth

& Mann 2016). Therefore, the single power-law interpre-

tation cannot be completely ruled out for this flare, consid-

ering the significant pileup effect on spectral fitting.

We also tested the spectral fitting with p = 3, in

which case lower temperatures and harder nonthermal

electrons are required, as well as high values of EM (EM ∼

1054 cm−3). Since this is much higher than the EM ob-
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Fig. 5 Temporal variation of the spectral fit parameters with error bars. Total spectra in eight time intervals from 15:56 UT to 16:04 UT

are fitted with two thermal and one broken power-law component, while p is set to be 2. Symbols represent γ1 (triangles), γ2 (squares)

and Eb (crosses).

Fig. 6 Imaging spectroscopic results at t1. (a) Images reconstructed in the two energy bands. Green circles represent the region that we

utilized for determining the spectra. (b) The obtained imaging spectrum. The local spectrum constructed from the maps is plotted in

histogram mode with error bars. The red line represents the broken power-law of 40–300 keV, to fit the non-thermal part of the spectra.

The PIXON algorithm along with the data from detectors 6 and 8 are used to reconstruct these images.

tained with p = 1 or 2 (EM ∼ 1051 cm−3), we consider

it unrealistic. When we enforce a single power-law solu-

tion to the spectrum with p = 1, χ2 comes out too high

(∼ 3–5) and the temperature becomes unrealistically high

(over 60 MK). We therefore found the fairly good single

power-solution with the pile-up correction around p = 2.

3.3 Temporal Evolution

We proceed to investigate the temporal evolution of the

HXR spectrum with p = 2. We divide the period from

15:56 UT to 16:04 UT into eight intervals with 1-min du-

ration each. We fit the spectrum within each time interval

using the above method with two thermal components and

one broken power-law component, and found χ2 around 1

in all cases. The derived temporal profiles of three fitting

parameters (Eb, γ1 and γ2) are shown in Figure 5.

From 15:57 UT to 16:01 UT, Eb increases from 45 to

59 keV, and then declines to around 55 keV from 16:01 UT

to 16:04 UT. During the 8 min, γ1 increases from 5 to 8,

and γ2 decreases slightly from 3.4 to 2.7, and ∆γ increases
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continuously from ∼1.5 to 5. This indicates that the spec-

trum below Eb becomes softer and the spectrum above Eb

becomes harder, i.e., the broken-up feature becomes more

and more significant with time, during the impulsive phase

to the decay phase.

3.4 Imaging Spectroscopy

The spectra analyzed above are spatially integrated over

the full disk (hereafter called the total spectra). As men-

tioned, the footpoint source is not visible after 15:56 UT,

therefore, the X-ray spectra analyzed above are unam-

biguously associated with the loop-top source. To confirm

this (and relevant results) using spatially-resolved data, we

obtain imaging spectra around t1 (from 15:57:31 UT to

15:58:50 UT) using the SSW OSPEX package. This is

done by first reconstructing the HXR sources for different

energy bands, and then integrating the photon flux within

specified area for each energy band.

The loop-top source in the two energy bands (95–

126 keV and 126–168 keV) is displayed in Figure 6(a),

from which we calculate the total counts of photon within

the green circle for each energy band. The resulting

spatially-resolved spectrum is depicted as a histogram in

Figure 6(b). The spectrum can be fitted again using two

thermal components and one broken-power-law compo-

nent. Because the energy range is coarse and the pileup

effect cannot be corrected, we did not show the total fit-

ting result, but only the non-thermal part (over 40 keV). In

this part, the broken-up feature is noticeable, as expected.

We found the break energy, Eb = 100.8 keV, higher than

that obtained with the spatially-integrated spectra, and the

indices γ1 = 4.91 and γ2 = 2.93 with ∆γ = 1.98.

The differences between the spatially-integrated

spectroscopy-only result and the result of the imaging

spectroscopy are not significant, but may need explanation.

We corrected the pile-up effect of RHESSI data for the to-

tal spectral analysis, but not for the imaging spectroscopic

analysis. We also note that wider energy bands are utilized

for the imaging spectroscopy than those for the total spec-

tral analysis in order to have sufficient number of photons.

These could have resulted in the different spectral indices

and break energy obtained with the two methods.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Nature of the HXR Loop-top Source

In the present event, one footpoint source appears only at

the start of the impulsive phase in high-energy passbands

(25–100 keV). During the flare peak time and after, the

loop-top source is the only HXR source and does not show

any significant extension toward the footpoints. It is possi-

ble that the footpoint source becomes occulted by the disk

due to solar rotation or simply the footpoint source dimin-

ishes with time.

Here we elaborate another possibility that in the loop-

top filled up with dense plasma due to chromospheric evap-

oration, electrons lose most of their energy via thick-target

bremsstrahlung and as a result, not many energetic elec-

trons reach the chromosphere to produce strong footpoint

HXR. We calculate the minimum energy, Emin, of elec-

trons that can reach the footpoint against Coulomb col-

lisions using the RHESSI data and geometry of the flar-

ing loop. At t1, the EM of the hot component derived

from RHESSI data is EM ≈ 2.9 × 1051 cm−3; the HXR

source size is R ≈ 15′′ (determined with the 10% con-

tour of the 25–50 keV source at t1) and the distance from

the loop-top to the footpoint is estimated as L ≈ 30′′.

We thus estimate the density in the loop-top as n ≡

(3EM/4πR3)1/2 ≈ 8.0×1011 cm−3, and the correspond-

ing column depth is nL ≈ 1.6 × 1021 cm−2. Thus, under

Coulomb collisions, the electrons with energies lower than

Emin ≈ (8.8 keV)(nL/1019cm−2)1/2 ≈ 110 keV cannot

reach the footpoint (Brown 1973). More energetic elec-

trons with ≥110 keV can reach the footpoint, but are in-

sufficient in number to produce significant HXR. This sup-

ports our thick-target interpretation of the coronal loop-top

source and is also consistent with some earlier results (see,

e.g., Sui et al. 2004; Veronig & Brown 2004; Jiang et al.

2006).

4.2 Origin of the Broken-up Spectra

There are two main scenarios for the HXR broken-up spec-

tra: they were either emitted by two groups of electrons

with different power-law indices or from a single group of

electrons evolving into a broken power-law distribution in

energy (see Sect. 1).

The first scenario has been proposed by Krucker et al.

(2008) to explain the broken-up feature of the total spec-

tra observed for three events, for which they found that

the spectra of loop-top sources are harder than the spec-

tra of footpoint sources and that the total spectrum man-

ifests hardening. We note that this scenario is consistent

with earlier simulations of stochastic acceleration of solar

flare electrons by Park et al. (1997). In their simulation,

the total X-ray emission is regarded as a superposition of

thin-target emission of trapped electrons in the loop-top

and thick-target emission of precipitating electrons into the

footpoint, which explains two flares from the GRS instru-

ment in 1989 and two from the EGRET and BATSE in-

struments in 1991. Li & Gan (2011) also proposed that the

broken-up spectrum can be produced either by the summa-
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tion of individual sources or by the temporal variation of a

single source. However, we note that the present broken-up

spectra observed by RHESSI pertain to the loop-top source

only, and therefore does not fit into this scenario.

In the second scenario, the broken-up photon spec-

trum is due to physical characteristics of a certain accel-

eration mechanism and/or a transport process of electrons.

We consider two acceleration models as more relevant to

our observation. The first is the model of diffusive shock

acceleration at the flare termination shock developed by

Li et al. (2013). They suggested that electrons with a few

hundred keV can further resonate with MHD turbulence in

the inertial range to achieve additional acceleration. This

results in a hardening spectrum around 500–600 keV, and

the power-law indices of the electron energy distribution

below and above the break energy are α1,2 ≈10 and 5,

respectively. After converting the model electron energy

distribution to photon spectrum under the thick-target ap-

proximation of bremsstrahlung (White et al. 2011), we find

γ1 ≈ 8.5, γ2 ≈ 3.5, comparable with our fitting results

at t2. However, the break energy in their model amounts

to 200–300 keV in the photon spectrum, which is much

higher than our results. In their model, the break energy

is associated with the spatial scale separating the iner-

tial range and the dissipation range of turbulence, which

could be either Larmor radius or inertial length of ions.

Therefore, predicted break energy varies with plasma tem-

perature, density and magnetic field. For typical coronal

values of these parameters, the model predicts a break en-

ergy much higher than what is derived from our data anal-

ysis, with a rough estimate (which is not shown here).

The second model includes stochastic acceleration via

wave-particle interactions in the presence of Coulomb col-

lisions. As presented in Hamilton & Petrosian (1992),

Coulomb collisions are more effective at energies below a

certain energy threshold, Ec, where acceleration by waves

is balanced by Coulomb collisional energy loss. Thus,

electron distribution below Ec becomes quasi-thermal, and

that above Ec is non-thermal and harder. According to their

results, the spectra show gradual steepening at low energies

(< 30 keV) together with decreasing Ec (equivalent to Eb

in our study), as density of ambient plasma increases.

Finally, we consider a third scenario that is related

to the so-called trap-and-precipitation model, in which

Fokker-Planck solutions for electrons in a magnetic trap

are used to demonstrate the hardening of electron energy

distribution in the trap (Lee & Gary 2000; Minoshima et al.

2008). In this model, the hardening occurs because lower-

energy electrons either lose energy or escape from the

trap more rapidly under Coulomb collisions while higher-

energy electrons can survive longer in the trap. This model

describes the transport effect with acceleration mecha-

nisms unspecified. Other than that, the same physics is al-

ready included in Hamilton & Petrosian (1992).

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a spectral analysis of a strong loop-top

HXR source during the SOL2017-09-10T16:06 flare, for

which a main issue was the pileup effect on the RHESSI

spectra. After several tests of the RHESSI spectral fittings,

we chose a pileup correction as high as p = 2 to accom-

modate the strong pileup effect in this event. It follows

that the loop-top source during and after the HXR maxi-

mum phase consists of a broken-up power law spectrum

from γ = 5.7 to 3.3. The break energy of the spectrum

is around Eb ≈ 46–50 keV, which tends to be lower than

those reported in previous studies. The spectrum above Eb

becomes harder with time, and the difference in indices be-

low and above Eb increases from 1.5 to 5. It is suggested

that the loop-top source may work as a thick-target to the

bremsstrahlung emission due to the dense plasma in the

loop-top, and that the broken-up spectrum is due to the cor-

responding hardening of electron energy distribution while

trapped in the loop-top.

We tentatively suggest that either the diffusive shock

(or stochastic acceleration) or the transport effects un-

der Coulomb collisions should be more relevant to the

present observation, rather than the superposition of dif-

ferent sources. However, further studies are needed to fig-

ure out which of the above processes is more dominant or

if a combination of multiple processes is responsible for

the detailed behavior of the HXR spectrum derived in this

study. This study also indicates that a combination of a

single power-law nonthermal component and a super-hot

component cannot be ruled out when a strong pileup ef-

fect as high as p = 2 is assumed. To confirm the possi-

bility of the double power-law spectrum in similar events,

more advanced X-ray instruments of solar flares such as

that aboard the Advanced Space-based Solar Observatory

(ASO-S; Gan et al. 2015), the Spectrometer Telescope for

Imaging X-rays (STIX; Krucker et al. 2016) onboard the

Solar Orbiter (Müller et al. 2013) and the Focusing Optics

X-ray Solar Imager (FOXSI; Christe et al. 2017) with more

events and data with higher quality will be needed to con-

firm the broken-up HXR spectra in the loop-top source.
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